
Many take drugs
due to peer
pressure Agency
Last year there were 2 060 addicts detected
nationwide They were 19 to 24 years old A total of
405 addicts were from another age group —those

between 25 arid 29
—Harry Pangkas National Anti drugAgency

SIBU Last year a total of
6 448 persons in the country
took drugs after bowing to
pressure from their peers
In delivering a public talk on
Kenali dan Perangi Dadah at
Delta Mall here yesterday the
speaker from the National Anti
drug Agency here Harry
Pangkas said peer pressure was
ranked the most common reason

to take drugs
Harry added that youths

between 19 and 34 years of age
were most vulnerable to such

pressure
Last year there were 2 060

addicts detected nationwide
They were 19 to 24 years old

A total of 405 addicts were
from another age group —those
between 25 and 29 he said at
an anti drug campaign organised
by Sibu Seduan Lions Club in
collaboration with the National

Anti drug Agency
Describing this as worrying

he advised youths to be careful

in making friends
He said while there was

nothing wrong in making
friends tn y should shun those
who exerted unhealthy
influences on them
Harry advised youths to walk

away if their friends pressured
them into taking drugs

There is nothing to prove
and you should not bow to their
pressure If you do your health
will be affected and you ll ruin
your future
Again citing the Department

of Statistics Harry revealed
that 2 464 people confessed that
they tried drugs for fun last
year
He added that the third

common reason for taking drugs
was curiosity
They wanted to explore or

experience how it felt to take
drugs for the first time
Harry said it was foolhardy to

do that as they could get hooked
on the bad habit
On the health front he

cautioned that taking drugs
could bring myriad of diseases

Drug abuse can disturb
emotions family life social life
and could affect the central
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nervous system and exposes a
person to the risk of contracting
fflV AIDS he said
Harry also outlined several

strategies to counter drug abuse
Many he reckoned could have

made positive contributions to
society but because ofdrug
abuse their lives fell apart
The invited guest Cheng Yik

Siong cautioned that those
taking drugs are getting
younger
Citing the same statistics

Cheng lamented that many
youths started experiencing
drugs at between 12 and 13
years of age

Hence it is most important
that parents monitor then
children s activities closely to
keep them away from drugs he
said

Sports games and co
curricular activities can help
youths shun drugs said Cheng
This was later followed by a

speech contest
The primary objective of the

campaign was to create a
heightened awareness
among youths on the dangers of
drugs
Among those present was Sibu

Seduan Lion Club president
Ding Pang Hing
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